
IRUMOLD 

INTEGRATED SYSTEM OF QUALITY, ENVIRONMENT AND OCCUPATIONAL 

RISK PREVENTION 

“Ours is an organization whose mission is to continually meet the requirements, needs and expectations of our 

Clients and Personnel regarding the design and manufacture of our products; based on principles of Total Quality 

and taking into account Environmental Management; and applying Safety and Health criteria for our Employees 

and in our products; as we are convinced that they are the foundation of our continuity as a company. 

Our vision is to be recognized as a leading and competitive company in terms of Quality, Environment and 

Occupational Risk Prevention among all the companies devoted to using high-precision, injection molds 

internationally, always offering our current and potential Clients complete confidence; and maintaining our 

Quality, environment and Occupational Risk Prevention System based on the UNE-EN ISO 9001:2000, UNE-EN 

ISO 14001:2004 and OHSAS 18001:2007 standard.” 

To achieve the fulfilment of these goals and the efficiency of our Integrated System of Quality, Environment and 

Occupational Risk Prevention, we have defined an operating strategy based on the following principles: 

- Continuous improvement towards excellence behaviors and levels of Quality, Environmental and Occupational 

Risk Prevention, as well as customer satisfaction, providing mutual beneficial relationships. 

- The fulfilment of the legislation and the prevailing regulation in all Quality, Environment and Occupational Risk 

Prevention matters that are applicable to IRUMOLD S.L, as well as the specific standards of the Clients or their 

own commitments that they would like to following in the future. 

- To involve all the company’s employees in taking on the responsibility for managing integrated system of 

Quality, Environment and Occupational Risk Prevention, and involve contractors and partners in an active 

commitment to improve working conditions for their employees. 

- Establish effective channels for internal and external communication, to be understood, implemented and updated 

by all levels of the company, achieving greater confidence of customers and suppliers. 

- To foster participation, information, training and consultation among all personnel, including temporary 

employees and external workers who are working on the premises, to maintain an appropriate level of Quality, 

Environmental Protection and Safety at Work. 

- The commitment to the Environmental Protection and Occupational Risk, in existing activities as well as in new 

introductions, in the prevention of accidents and emergencies, to accomplish this by utilizing the necessary tools. 

- The commitment to annually establish and review the objectives and goals in Quality, Environment and 

Occupational Risk Prevention to assure that the Integrated System is properly implemented and integrated. 

- Ensure that the Integrated System of Quality, Environment and Occupational Risk Prevention is understood, 

implemented an updated by all the different levels of the company and making it available to the public. 

These principles will be developed in compliance with certain values which will be reviewed periodically by 

IRUMOLD S.L. management, who will modify them as required: 

- Excellent Customer Service 

 

- Occupational Health and Safety 

 

- Innovative Spirit 

 

- Quality in our Daily Work 

 

- Productivity 

 

- Professional Ethics 

 

- Environmental Protection 



 

The Director delegates to the Responsible of Quality, Environment and Occupational Risk Prevention the functions 

of administration and supervision of the definition, implementation and bringing up to date the Integrated System 

to possess the authority an d necessary responsibility. 

 


